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Welcome from Lisa
Mathews

Estate Planningfor
Singles

In This Issue: Estate
Planning for Singles
This issue attempts to bust through the myth that
single people do not need an estate plan. In fact,
estate planning may even be more important for those
of us (yes, this includes me) who are unmarried.

Welcome from Lisa Mathews

Top Reasons Singles Need an
Estate planning does not have to be a challenge for
singles. Once you read the "Top Reasons Singles Need
an Estate Plan," feel free to peruse the article about
"How Singles Should Choose Decision Makers."
Then, learn more about a solution I created that offers
a simple, affordable way to create your estate plan.

Estate Plan

How Singles Should Choose
Decision Makers

In other news:
I am also pleased to announce that Mathews Law has
found a new home in Old Town Alexandria, one block
from the waterfront! Come visit for your free
consultation!

Why My Plan May Be Right
For You

Lisa
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REASON#2:
Singles need to choose their beneficiaries.
The Commonwealth of Virginia has a default plan for
people who do not have wills, and it isn't great for
singles. It assumes that most individuals are part of a
nuclear family. If you are not, the plan can be far less
than ideal.
For instance, it does not account for significant others
who you would want to be a beneficiary of your estate.
It also doesn't account for other important people in
your life. As a single person, you may have a strong
support system that does not mimic the traditional
family. Unless you write down your instructions of who
should get your belongings after you die, Virginia's
default plan will kick in which likely does not look like the
plan you would have arranged for yourself.
REASON #3

TOP REASONS SINGLES
NEED AN ESTATE PLAN

Singles need to design their plan around their unique
lives.

Singles need to plan for unexpected circumstances
possibly even more urgently than those who are
married.

approach to estate planning. For instance, singles may
want a portion of their assets to be donated to charity.
Singles who have children will need to make sure that

REASON #1:
Singles need to choose their decision makers.

their children are cared for and a guardian is named (if
the children are minors). This could require a trust.

Being single can be awesome, but one drawback is
that without a spouse, it is not always obvious who
should make decisions for you when you cannot make
them for yourself.

Bottom line: Singles need an estate plan.

If you are single, how does the doctor, the bank, or
the judge know who can step in on your behalf?
Consider a scenario where you are injured, in the
hospital, and your doctor needs to choose from two
treatment options. Option A has a lower chance of
saving your life but is safer. Option B has a higher
chance of saving your life but could cause other
complications. How does the doctor proceed? Who
tells the doctor what to do? Creating an advance
medical directive solves this issue because you have
already named someone you trust to give instructions
to the doctor.
You should also name someone to handle your affairs
after you die. Without a will that names a personal
representative, anyone can step in and be appointed
by the court, whether or not you would have chosen
this person.

Singles lead varied, rich lives which may require a unique

Did you know?
About 55% of American adults do not have a will.
Only 75% of Americans over the age of 75 have
prepared a will.
About 92% of American adults under the age of
33 don’t have a will.
When asked why they have not made estate
planning a priority, 18% said that it was not
necessary
Source: Estate Planning Statistics - Parks & Jones
(parksjones.com)
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HOW SINGLES SHOULD
CHOOSE DECISION
MAKERS
As singles seek to create the plan, it can sometimes
be challenging to know whom to name as decision
makers.
First, let's discuss the types of decision makers named
in an estate plan.
Agent for Medical Decisions
This person has authority to make medical decisions
for you if you cannot make them for yourself. This
Agent's authority only kicks in during periods of
incapacity. Periods of incapacity can come and go
(for instance, you are considered incapacitated while
you are having surgery) or they can be permanent
(for instance, during later stages of Alzheimer's).
The person you choose to make these decisions for
you should be someone that you know would truly
consider your wishes, take the time to understand the
situation, and thoughtfully provide instruction in your
best interests.
Agent for Financial Decisions
This person has the authority to make non-medical
decisions for you. You can give this person authority
right away or only during periods of incapacity.
This person's role typically involves making sure bills
are paid or other financial matters are handled when
needed. For instance, if you were to need to move
into a nursing home, you may be unable to handle your
daily financial affairs, and this individual could
perform these tasks for you.
In choosing this agent, you should pick someone who
will put care into handling your finances thoroughly
and honestly, in a way that benefits you.

Tip: Start thinking about decision makers
even before you create your will and other
estate planning documents. Because it can
take time to decide who will make decisions
for you, it is important to put aside time to
think through these important decisions.

You should pick someone who will follow the
instructions in your will and who can deal with family
and friends in this tender time.
Trustee
As a single person, you may decide that you need a
trust, which is an arrangement where assets are
given to someone else to handle according to your
instructions. This person is known as the trustee. The
most common type of trust is a "living trust." For a
living trust, you are the trustee while you are alive
and capable of handling your affairs. However, once
you cannot handle your affairs or if you die, another
person steps in to administer the assets according
to your instructions.
Because trusts are typically created to handle
scenarios that cannot be handled with a will alone
(such as ongoing payments to beneficiaries), the
trustee needs to be someone who is committed to
carry out your instructions even if it takes a few
years.
How do I choose someone for these roles if I am
single?
I recommend taking the following steps:
1) Take inventory of the people in your life who know
you and love you.

Personal Representative
This person handles your affairs after you die. He or
she needs to ensure that your assets and other
property are distributed as you have instructed in
your will. This person also provides any reporting that
may be required in the probate process,
communicates to financial institutions that your
accounts should be closed, and pays any final taxes.

Think of family and friends who you feel are
trustworthy and care about you. Do not worry yet
about who would handle which task, just make the list
for now.
(article continued on next page)
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HOW TO CHOOSE DECISION MAKERS, CONTINUED:
If you do not have family or close friends, try to think
of someone you trust, such as a fellow church
member or co-worker, who would be willing to
perform at least some decision-making tasks. If you
do not have anyone to name, an attorney may be able
to serve as personal representative for your will.
2) Begin to categorize the people on your list based on
the documents you have decided to create.
If you are creating a basic estate plan that includes a
will, advance medical directive, and agent who serves
as power of attorney, you will need to name someone
in each document to make decisions for you. These
can all be the same person, or they can be different
people.
As you look at your list, consider whom you would
trust to make medical decisions for you. Is this the
same person who could make financial decisions if you
cannot? Who would be best to handle your affairs if
you die?

WHY MY PLAN MIGHT BE
FOR YOU
Maybe you don't want to pay for a lawyer, but you
are also unsure if an online resource will provide you
with accurate information. This is a very valid
concern. To be blunt, there are many subpar
resources online.
My Plan was created to help those with generally
simple estates to create a plan for much less than a
lawyer would charge. It also solves the problem of

3) Pick a primary decision maker and a back-up
decision maker.

being risky as it was created by a Virginia-licensed,

For each document, it is recommended to name
someone as the primary decision maker and then

My Plan offers:

someone else as a back-up. You never know when the
documents will need to be used and who will be
available at the time.
4) Talk to those you wish to name and make sure they
are comfortable with the role.
It is always a good idea to discuss the roles and
responsibilities with your chosen decision makers
before naming them in your documents.
5) Create your documents and give copies to your
decision makers.
You can create your documents with the help of an
attorney (see the next article for an exciting way to
create your estate plan yourself for less). Once you
have finalized the documents, make sure that your
decision makers have copies for themselves.

practicing attorney.

Step-by-step instructions to help you create your
estate plan.
Virginia-compliant templates to create your will,
power of attorney document, and advance
medical directive with up-to-date text based on
Virginia’s current laws.
Checklists to make sure that your documents are
ready to go.
Worksheets to help you formulate your plan and
leave end-of-life instructions for your loved ones.
Clear instructions and answers to a variety of
questions.
Audio explanations by me, a licensed attorney who
practices estate planning.
A “help” option that allows you to suggest
additional content for the site.
Unlimited access to the membership site that
houses all of this information and more for 6
months, so you have plenty of time to create your
plan.
Check it out by clicking here.
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